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Abstract: Some thunderstorms in Cordoba, Argentina, present a charge structure with an enhanced
low-level positive charge layer, and practically nonexistent upper-level positive charge. Storms with
these characteristics are uncommon in the United States, even when considering regions with a high
frequency of anomalous charge structure storms such as Colorado. In this study, we explored the
microphysical and kinematic conditions inferred by radar that led to storms with this unique low-level
anomalous charge structure in Argentina, and compared them to conditions conducive for anomalous
and normal charge structures. As high liquid water contents in the mixed-phase layer lead to positive
charging of graupel and anomalous storms through the non-inductive charging mechanism, we
explored radar parameters hypothesized to be associated with large cloud supercooled liquid water
contents in the mixed-phase layer and anomalous storms, such as mass and volume of hail and
high-density graupel, large reflectivity associated with the growth of rimed precipitation to hail size,
and parameters that are proxies for strong updrafts such as echo-top and Zdr column heights. We
found that anomalous storms had higher values of mass and volume of hail in multiple sub-layers of
the mixed-phase zone and higher frequency of high reflectivity values. Low-level anomalous events
had higher hail mass in the lower portion of the mixed-phase zone when compared to normal events.
Weaker updraft proxies were found for low-level anomalous events due to the shallow nature of these
events while there was no distinction between the updraft proxies of normal and anomalous storms.

Keywords: electrification; charge structure; cloud microphysics; cloud kinematics

1. Introduction

The understanding of storm properties and processes that induce differing charge
structures is important due to its relation to storm severity [1–4], polarity of cloud-to-
ground lightning which affects lightning safety [5], lightning-induced wildfires [6], NOx
production [7], and severe storm nowcasting [2,8]. The region of central Argentina near Cor-
doba has some of the most intense thunderstorms in the world [9], and has a storm charge
structure archetype uncommon in U.S. storms, with a predominance of negative intra-cloud
lightning in the low-levels and no lightning-active upper positive charge layer [10]. Hence,
studying charge structure in thunderstorms in different regions of the world expands our
understanding of the conceptual model of thunderstorm charging.

Specific internal thunderstorm properties and processes are conducive to the distri-
bution of regions of charge with a dominant net polarity. A region of charge is formed in
the mixed-phase zone between the 0 ◦C and −40 ◦C isotherm levels of a thunderstorm,
and a region of charge with the opposite polarity is formed above it, at or just above the
−40 ◦C isotherm level. These two main regions of charge constitute the dominant dipole
charge structure of a storm [11]. A third charge region with opposite polarity to the one in
the mixed-phase layer is sometimes present in the lower levels, leading to a tripole charge
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structure [12]. A mixed-phase layer with dominant negative charge and positive charge
aloft is referred to as a normal charge structure [11,13], while a net positive charge region
in the mixed-phase zone with negative charge aloft is called an anomalous charge struc-
ture [14–17]. The main mechanism that induces particle-level charging is the non-inductive
charging mechanism [18–20], which is independent of pre-existing electric field effects on
particles and is able to explain the generation of the main dipole and tripole charge struc-
tures. In the mixed-phase layer, rebounding collisions of graupel (and hail) particles with
ice crystals in the presence of supercooled cloud water lead to charge exchange between
hydrometeors. In a mixed-phase environment with high temperature and high cloud liquid
water content (LWC), rebounding collisions between graupel and ice crystals lead to net
positive charging of graupel and net negative charging of ice crystals [18,19,21–23]. For
low temperature and low LWC in the mixed-phase zone, graupel acquires negative charge,
while ice crystals acquire positive charge during rebounding collisions. Additionally, parti-
cles that grow faster by diffusion during this process end up with positive charge [24–26].
Differential particle terminal fall speeds and vertically varying updrafts lead to storm-scale
charge separation in which graupel typically resides in the mixed-phase layer, and smaller
ice crystals are carried to near the cloud top, forming the main charge layers of a dipole.
The lower positive charge layer of a normal tripole can be explained by this mechanism, as
graupel will assume positive charge at warm temperatures [18,27].

Because cloud LWC in the mixed-phase layer is a vital ingredient in inducing a storm’s
dominant charge structure, a careful exploration of this feature is needed. An increase in
LWC in the mixed-phase layer can occur through kinematic and microphysical processes
inside a thunderstorm. Vertical motion can induce an upward transport of liquid droplets
originally formed in the warm region of the cloud. As cloud droplets can retain their liquid
phase in sub-freezing temperatures, increased updraft strength is thought to be associated
with an increase in the cloud LWC in the mixed-phase layer [28,29].

Graupel and hail form through accretion of cloud water droplets to an ice particle,
which releases latent heat. If the rate of latent heat release is insufficient, the graupel surface
remains with temperature near to 0 ◦C, warmer than the environmental temperature. Hence,
a droplet does not freeze in contact with graupel, and the liquid water spreads out through
the graupel surface, which is called the wet-growth regime. The formation of spongy
hail may occur when the hail particle consists of a mix of ice and water. Under the wet-
growth regime, particle density can be as high as 0.91 g cm−3 [30]. For colder temperatures
and lower LWC, a droplet may immediately freeze in contact with the graupel surface,
which leads to the dry-growth regime. Under dry growth, air may get trapped inside
graupel/hail, reducing the density of the particle, which can be as low as 0.05 g cm−3 [31].
A particle density value of 0.55 g cm−3 can serve as a cutoff value for low-density and
high-density graupel particles [32]. On the basis of the temperature and LWC conditions,
the Schumann–Ludlam Limit separates the wet- and dry-growth regimes [33].

The direct quantitative estimate of cloud LWC through remote sensing means is a
challenge [34], and therefore qualitative and indirect methods are often used to infer the
presence of high cloud LWCs. Reflectivity (Zh) measurement by radar is proportional
to the sixth power of a particle’s diameter in the Rayleigh scattering regime. Hence, the
coexistence of particles of different sizes leads to a larger signal contribution from the
largest particles. Graupel and hail hydrometeors that are grown from cloud liquid water
or riming can be inferred from radars. The size and tumbling effects of hail [35] lead to
large reflectivity and near zero differential reflectivity (Zdr) for S-band [36,37]. For C-band
radars, Rayleigh scattering is not valid for particles of about 5 mm or greater in diameter,
then resonance effects from large raindrops and melting hail with a water torus and stable
orientation [38] causes Zdr to be greater than 3 dB, and the correlation coefficient to be lower
than 0.95 [38–40]. The dielectric effect of water around the hail particle also contributes to
the increase in Zh and Zdr. The most likely dominant hydrometeor type over a radar pixel
can be obtained from hydrometeor classification algorithms [41,42]. From dual-polarization
radar measurements, most current algorithms use fuzzy logic to obtain the dominant
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or bulk hydrometeor in the radar resolution volume such as hail, high-density graupel,
low-density graupel, ice crystals, rain, and aggregates, among others [32,43].

High LWC leads to an increase in graupel and hail particles size and density. Then, in
order to obtain a signal of elevated supercooled cloud LWC using dual-polarization radar
data, the mass and volume of riming precipitation ice with high density are estimated. A
hydrometeor classification algorithm can be used to obtain regions inside thunderstorms
with dominant graupel and hail, and storm volumes and precipitation masses of graupel
and hail can be calculated from the measured reflectivity [44,45]. It is hypothesized that
relatively more high-density graupel and hail within the storm will indirectly indicate
relatively elevated supercooled cloud LWC. On the other hand, storms with significant mass
of low-density graupel would be indicative of low LWC. Hence, as high supercooled cloud
LWC is thought to be associated with positive charging of graupel (and hail) in the mixed-
phase layer of anomalous storms, we use these radar metrics to indirectly and qualitatively
infer the presence of relatively elevated LWC and associate them with thunderstorms
with archetypal charge structures [3,4]. An additional analysis of the reflectivity data
from events is performed, as this radar variable is proportional to the sixth power of
particle diameter, being a suitable measure of large particles that grow in benefit from high
supercooled cloud LWC during riming. It is thought that anomalous storms would have
higher reflectivities caused by hail grown from high LWCs, which also induced the rimer
to charge positively [3,28]. Well-known metrics for updraft intensity possibly associated
with the enhancement of LWC in the mixed-phase layer include echo-top height [46–49]
and the identification of Zdr columns of enhanced Zdr values associated with the lifting of
large oblate rain drops to sub-freezing temperatures [50–54]. Kinematic and microphysical
conditions for the low-level anomalous storms unique to Argentina are explored and
compared to other charge structure archetypes in order to understand the processes that
lead to the development of this charge structure.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. CSAPR2 Radar

For inference of the microphysical and kinematic characteristics of thunderstorms, the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (DOE ARM) C-band
CSAPR2 (Second-Generation C-band Scanning ARM Precipitation Radar) dual-polarization
radar [55,56] was used in this study. This radar was installed in Villa Yacanto (−32.13◦ S,
−64.73◦ W) as part of CACTI (Clouds, Aerosols, Complex Terrain Interactions) [57], a field
campaign conducted in conjunction with RELAMPAGO (Remote sensing of Electrification,
Lightning, And Mesoscale/microscale Processes with Adaptive Ground Observations) [58].
The following scan strategy was performed every 15 min: a 15-tilt (i.e., 15 distinct elevation
angles of) plan position indicator (PPI) surveillance volume, including 360◦ in azimuth,
2 zenith PPI scans, and 12 hemispherical range height indicator scans. In this study, we focus
on the PPI volumetric data, which were performed from 12 October to 26 December 2018,
and from 21 January to 8 February 2019. The duration of each volumetric set of 15 PPIs was
about 6 min and 20 s. Reflectivity calibration, data quality masks, Zdr offset calibration from
birdbath scans, attenuation and differential attenuation corrections in rain, and specific
differential phase (Kdp) estimates were performed [59]. CSAPR2 corrected reflectivity
data agreed with GPM Dual Polarization Radar Ku-band corrected reflectivity and with
CSU-CHIVO (Colorado State University C-band Hydrological Instrument for Volumetric
Observations) corrected reflectivity data, also deployed during RELAMPAGO [60]. We
use CSAPR2 radar only, rather than other RELAMPAGO-CACTI fixed and mobile radars,
because of its consistency in terms of scan strategy and temporal availability, and because
of availability of calibrated and propagation corrected data.

2.2. Lightning Mapping Array

A Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) with eleven sensors was deployed by the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center in Cordoba province from November 2018 to April 2019 [61].
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VHF sources detected by at least six sensors and with χ2 goodness-of-fit function lower than
five were used to minimize location errors [61,62]. Lightning flash datasets were obtained
from the lmatools Python package [63] using distance threshold of 3000 m between sources,
time threshold of 150 ms between sources, and a maximum flash duration of 3 s [64]. Only
lightning flashes with their centroids within 100 km from the network center, and with at
least 20 sources, were considered in this study, in order to optimize the charge retrieval
method (see Section 2.5).

2.3. Radiosondes

Radiosondes were launched during the entirety of the RELAMPAGO-CACTI EOP [57,58,65,66].
For each day in which at least one event was defined (see Section 2.4), one sounding was chosen to
associate the observed environmental temperature with the radar and lightning altitude data.

2.4. Radar Data Processing and Definition of Events

Gridding of volumetric PPI CSAPR2 radar data to a Cartesian coordinate system was
performed to a 1 km resolution in horizontal and vertical using The Python ARM Radar
Toolkit (Py-ART) [67]. Prior to gridding, data with co-polar correlation coefficient lower
than 0.6 were removed to eliminate non-precipitation echo [68]. A Cressman weighting
function [69] and a radius of influence of 1.3 km were used for gridding of dual-polarization
radar variables. To obtain hydrometeor classification of gridded volumes, we used the [32]
fuzzy logic method with its default weights, which is available using the csu_radartools
Python package [70]. In particular, volumetric pixels of hail, high-density graupel and low-
density graupel are of interest for further quantification of rimer properties, as explained in
Section 2.6.

To define events, we generated composite reflectivity images, and manually identified
the two-dimensional storm footprint of isolated convection, using the 30 dBZ contour from
the composite reflectivity plot as a guide. In this study, each defined isolated convective
cell in a given radar volume scan was a candidate event at this point. From the candidate
events, the final number of events used in this study was drastically reduced due to the
thresholding of the number of lightning flashes that occurred in this area in order to
successfully retrieve the charge structure, as detailed in the next sub-section.

2.5. Charge Structure Retrieval

An automated method retrieving the charge layer polarity, altitude and vertical depth
from a lightning flash named Chargepol [10] was used to obtain the dominant charge
structure of an event. Flashes that occurred within a given storm areal footprint and within
the time period for which the volume scan lasted (about 6 min and 20 s) were analyzed by
the algorithm. Then, Chargepol estimated the charge layer polarity, altitude, and vertical
depth for each flash, following the procedures described in [10], ultimately analyzing a
subset of about 20% of all flashes with at least 20 sources. For each event, the altitude bins
with the most positive and negative charge layers were then used to define the dominant
dipole for that event. Figure 1a shows all 36 flashes that were analyzed for an example
event. The histogram in Figure 1b shows the probability density of altitudes in which layers
from each polarity occurred. In this study, probability density consists of the fraction of
positive (or negative) layers estimated from flashes that propagated through that height
bin. As in the example shown in Figure 1b, a peak of positive polarity in the histogram
height bin (hereafter positive mode) between 10 and 11 km altitude of 0.92 means that 92%
of positive layers estimated from flashes in Figure 1a propagated through that height bin.
Similarly, the negative mode is the peak of negative polarity in the histogram height bin,
which is between 8 and 9 km for the example shown in Figure 1b. If the positive mode
altitude was located at a higher altitude than the negative mode altitude, a normal charge
structure event is characterized, which is the case for the event shown in Figure 1a,b. If a
negative mode altitude was found above the positive mode altitude, an anomalous charge
structure event is defined, as is the case for the event shown in Figure 1c,d.
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Figure 1. Charge layers estimated from lightning flashes using the Chargepol method for (a) a normal
charge structure event on 17 December 2018 from 174503 to 175124 UTC, (c) an anomalous event on
14 December 2018 from 001504 to 002124 UTC, and (e) a low-level anomalous event on 5 December
2018 from 193003 to 193623 UTC. Each red (blue) vertical line represents a positive (negative) charge
layer estimated from a lightning flash. (b,d,f) Histograms of probability density for positive (red) and
negative (blue) charge layers detected from flashes for each storm. The 0 ◦C and the −10 ◦C isotherm
heights are displayed in the histogram plots.

We applied a minimum threshold of at least ten positive and ten negative charge layers
detected from lightning flashes, as a lower detection usually leads to a poorly defined
charge structure (notice the event in Figure 1a,b had 36 positive and 28 negative layers
estimated from flashes). Because the Chargepol method estimates charge layers for about
20% of flashes [10], a threshold of 10 flashes occurring in a little more than 6 min leads to a
detection of storms with a minimum flash rate of 7.9 flashes min−1 (considering flashes
with more than 20 sources only).

Among the anomalous events, a method to define events with enhanced dominant
low-level positive charge (low-level anomalous) was applied in order to define a separate
category of storm charge structure highlighted in [10]. This method is performed to verify
if these storms with a unique charge structure have distinct microphysical and kinematic
characteristics when compared to other storm archetypes. The top two altitudes with more
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positive charge layers detected from flashes were retrieved. If any of these two altitudes
had its center at a temperature warmer than −10 ◦C, and had probability density values
greater than 0.5, i.e., more than half of flashes with detected positive layer went through
that altitude, a storm with the so-called low-level anomalous charge structure (LLA) was
defined. An example of this case is shown in Figure 1e,f, where its positive altitude mode
has its center (5.5 km height) colder than −10 ◦C, but the second altitude with more positive
has its center (4.5 km height) warmer than −10 ◦C and with probability density greater
than 0.5. In this study, we argue that lightning characteristics between the anomalous storm
shown in Figure 1c,d and the event in Figure 1e,f are substantially different, justifying
the need to classify them in different categories. Ten low-level anomalous events were
defined, along with 10 anomalous events, and 36 normal events. All events consist of
isolated convection that occurred on different dates throughout the austral warm season,
from November 2018 to April 2019.

2.6. Calculation of Mass and Volume of Graupel and Hail

As an event’s area and charge structure were defined using the procedures described
above, the full radar vertical extent of the event was retrieved in order to define the full
storm volume. From the storm volume, hydrometeor classification was calculated from the
dual-polarization radar data. Volumes of all different hydrometeor types were obtained
for the defined storm at different sub-layers of the mixed-phase zone: between the 0 ◦C
and −10 ◦C isotherm altitudes, between 0 ◦C and −20 ◦C, above the −20 ◦C isotherm
altitude, and above 0 ◦C. These sub-layers were chosen in order to highlight features in
different parts of the mixed-phase layer, which are thought to be significantly distinct
between charge structure categories. For example, anomalous storms are thought to have
larger mass and volume of high density rimer particles in the upper half and the entirety of
the mixed-phase layer when compared to normal storms, while LLA events are thought to
have important features in the lower half of the mixed-phase zone. The total volume of
each hydrometeor type was obtained by simply summing up the number of pixels in the
storm volume and mixed-phase sub-layers, as each pixel has a volume of 1 km3.

As we obtained the most likely hydrometeor type present in a given pixel, mass of
graupel and mass of hail were calculated from pixels classified in these categories. This
was achieved by applying the measured linear reflectivity (in mm6 m−3) in the following
Z-M relationships: M = 0.0052Z0.5 for mass of graupel and M = 0.000044Z0.71 for mass of
hail, where mass content is in g m−3 [45,71]. Mass content was then converted to kg km−3

and multiplied by the volume of that pixel (1 km3) to obtain mass in kg. Then, mass of a
given hydrometeor type within each pixel was summed up for the entire storm volume
comprised by the storm area and the vertical extension of the mixed-phase sub-layers
defined above.

2.7. Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams

Contoured frequency by altitude diagrams (CFAD) [72] was calculated for each event
as an additional metric for supercooled cloud LWCs. It is thought that mixed-phase zones
with large cloud LWC would support the growth of rimed precipitation, resulting in el-
evated reflectivities from large ice particles, including hail. Hence, we hypothesize that
anomalous storms would have larger frequencies of high reflectivities in the mixed-phase
zone. The CFAD method consists of obtaining the frequency of binned radar reflectivity in
relation to a constant altitude. Units of frequency data is dBZ−1 km−1, and a reflectivity bin
size of 3 dB was used. CFADs were calculated for each event for reflectivities ranging from
10 to 70 dBZ and altitudes from 0 to 20 km. All events from the same charge structure cate-
gory were combined by averaging frequency values at a given reflectivity-altitude space.

2.8. Calculation of Kinematic Parameters from Radar

Kinematic parameters thought to be related to updraft strength were obtained. The first
updraft proxy is echo-top height, which was calculated for each event using two different
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reflectivity thresholds (20 and 30 dBZ) [46–49]. Another kinematic proxy associated with
updraft strength is the maximum altitude of the Zdr column above the 0 ◦C height [50–54].
To obtain this parameter programmatically, we identified grid pixels at 0 ◦C height that
had Zdr greater than 1 dB and Zh greater than 30 dBZ, and progressively checked if pixels
immediately above it also had these values. This process continued until we found the
maximum altitude reached by a single column with enhanced Zdr above the 0 ◦C height.
This method is similar to the one used by [73].

2.9. Statistical Tests

Statistical tests were calculated in order to compare datasets of events in different
charge structure categories [74]. The Mann–Whitney U-Statistic was calculated for all
parameters being compared, for which the p value can be interpreted as the likelihood
of rejection of the null hypothesis that the samples are drawn from the same distribution.
The advantage of using test is that it is a nonparametric test; i.e., it can be applied for any
datasets, independent of the its parent distribution.

3. Results
3.1. Mass and Volume of Rimer Particles Estimated by Radar

Figure 2 shows the mass of hail for each event in different sub-layers of the mixed-
phase zone and above. Anomalous storms have larger mass of hail in the mixed-phase layer
than other categories of events, as was expected. This likely means that higher supercooled
cloud LWC in the mixed-phase layer led to a higher mass of hail and positive charging of
rimer particles residing in the mixed-phase layer. Differences between anomalous datasets
(blue in Figure 2) and other datasets are more significant when compared to normal events
(red in Figure 2). Mann–Whitney test p values for these comparisons are lower than
0.05 (Table A1), which means these anomalous and normal datasets for mass of hail are
statistically different. Low-level anomalous events (LLA) have lower mass of hail than
anomalous events, but we observe that only above the −20 ◦C isotherm height (Figure 2c)
show a statistically different dataset, with a Mann–Whitney test p value of 0.007 (Table A1).
The mass of hail in LLA events is generally similar to that of the normal events, except
for the layer between 0 ◦C and −10 ◦C (Figure 2a). In this layer, the mean of hail mass for
LLA storms is about twice the mean of normal storms, and the LLA inter-quartile range is
slightly higher than for the normal dataset, although with a Mann–Whitney test p value
larger than 0.05 (0.091, Table A1). Even not being statistically different, this result implies
that a larger supercooled cloud LWC in the lower portion of the mixed-phase zone may be
necessary for sufficient charging in this layer, which leads to the development of a region
of positive charge in the low levels.

Figure 3 shows the mass of both hail and high-density graupel combined, for each of
the sub-layers of the mixed-phase zone. Results shown in Figure 3 reflect results from mass
of hail only in Figure 2, as a similar behavior is evident. For all mixed-phase sub-layers,
anomalous storms have larger mass when compared to other events. Statistical p values are
higher than in the mass of hail though for most of dataset comparisons (Table A2), meaning
differences between datasets are less pronounced.
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Figure 2. Mass of hail values in kg and box plots for low-level anomalous (green), anomalous (blue),
and normal (red) storms for (a) 0 ◦C to −10 ◦C, (b) 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C, (c) above the height of the −20 ◦C
isotherm, and (d) above the height of the 0 ◦C isotherm. Mean values are shown as gray dashed lines,
and median values as gray horizontal continuous lines along with its numerical value.

Figure 3. Mass of high-density graupel and hail in kg and box plots for low-level anomalous (green),
anomalous (blue), and normal (red) storms for (a) 0 ◦C to −10 ◦C, (b) 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C, (c) above
the height of the −20 ◦C isotherm, and (d) above the height of the 0 ◦C isotherm. Mean values are
shown as gray dashed lines, and median values as gray horizontal continuous lines along with its
numerical value.

Fraction of mass of high-density rimer particles (e.g., hail and high-density graupel)
in relation to total mass of all rimer particles (hail, high-density graupel, and low-density
graupel combined) is thought to provide an important signature for identifying the likely
presence of elevated supercooled cloud LWCs. For high LWCs, we hypothesize it would be
less likely for low-density graupel to form, then a larger fraction of rimer mass would be
from a high-density rimer. Figure 4 shows the fraction of mass of hail in relation to total
mass of all rimer particles. In general, the anomalous dataset of the fraction of mass of hail
was larger than other datasets, especially above −20 ◦C (Figure 4c), where Mann–Whitney
test p values were low (Table A3). This finding is related to anomalous storms being
stronger and more convectively developed, which leads to greater generation of hail in the
colder half of the mixed-phase layer. LLA datasets (green in Figure 4) were not statistically
different from normal datasets (red in Figure 4), although the LLA fraction of mass of hail
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below −20 ◦C (Figure 4a,b) presented higher mean, median, and inter-quartile ranges than
normal events.
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Figure 4. Fraction of mass of hail in relation to total rimer mass and box plots for low-level anomalous
(green), anomalous (blue), and normal (red) storms for (a) 0 ◦C to −10 ◦C, (b) 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C, (c) above
the height of the −20 ◦C isotherm, and (d) above the height of the 0 ◦C isotherm. Mean values are
shown as gray dashed lines, and median values as gray horizontal continuous lines along with its
numerical value.

For fraction of high-density graupel and hail in relation to total rimer mass, no sta-
tistical differences were observed between datasets below −20 ◦C (Figure 5a,b) and when
considering the entirety above 0 ◦C (Figure 5d). On the other hand, the normal dataset
above −20 ◦C showed lower values than the two anomalous datasets (Figure 5c), with a
low Mann–Whitney test p value (Table A4). This is an indication that a higher fraction
of rimer mass above −20 ◦C is composed of low-density graupel, which is likely due to
relatively low supercooled cloud LWC, which is associated with negative charging of rimer
particles, which leads to normal charge structure storms.
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Figure 5. Fraction of mass of high-density graupel and hail in relation to total rimer mass and box
plots for low-level anomalous (green), anomalous (blue), and normal (red) storms for (a) 0 ◦C to
−10 ◦C, (b) 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C, (c) above the height of the −20 ◦C isotherm, and (d) above the height of
the 0 ◦C isotherm. Mean values are shown as gray dashed lines, and median values as gray horizontal
continuous lines along with its numerical value.

Results from the fraction of the volume of hail in relation to the volume of all rimer
particles (Figure 6) have a similar behavior to the mass and fraction of mass of high-density
rimers shown previously. The fraction of the volume of hail is larger for anomalous storms,
especially above −20 ◦C (Figure 6c), with a low Mann–Whitney test p value (Table A5).
The LLA and normal datasets above −20 ◦C show similar values among them, and lower
values than the anomalous dataset, which is consistent with the idea that these two sets of
events (LLA and normal) would not have significant volume of hail and large supercooled
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cloud LWC in the colder half of the mixed-phase layer and would not generate positive
charge in this region. For the warmer half of the mixed-phase layer (Figure 6a,b), the LLA
dataset presented a slightly larger fraction of hail volume than normal (but not statistically
significant at a low Mann–Whitney test p value of 0.05 or below), which is a possible
indication of positive charging in the low-levels being more favored for LLA storms.
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3.2. Analysis of Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams 

Figure 6. Fraction of volume of hail in relation to total rimer volume and box plots for low-level
anomalous (green), anomalous (blue), and normal (red) storms for (a) 0 ◦C to −10 ◦C, (b) 0 ◦C to
−20 ◦C, (c) above the height of the −20 ◦C isotherm, and (d) above the height of the 0 ◦C isotherm.
Mean values are shown as gray dashed lines, and median values as gray horizontal continuous lines
along with its numerical value.

For the fraction of volume of high-density graupel and hail in relation to the total rimer
volume (Figure 7), normal events presented lower values than LLA events for the entirety
above 0 ◦C (Figure 7d) and lower than both anomalous datasets above −20 ◦C (Figure 7c).
These results are consistent with a larger volume of low-density graupel above −20 ◦C for
normal storms, likely resulting from lower supercooled cloud LWC, which likely led to
negative charging of these rimer particles. For this parameter, relations between datasets
for other layers did not produce statistically significant differences (Table A6).
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Figure 7. Fraction of volume of high-density graupel and hail in relation to total rimer volume and
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3.2. Analysis of Contoured Frequency by Altitude Diagrams

Figure 8 shows the average of CFADs for each of the three charge structure categories,
while Figure 9 shows differences between the CFADs of the charge structure categories.
Anomalous storms presented larger frequencies of high reflectivities for all altitudes when
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compared to LLA (blue in Figure 9a) and normal storms (red in Figure 9b). These results
confirm the hypothesis that anomalous storms have greater frequencies of high reflectivity,
possibly caused by large supercooled cloud LWC that produced rimed precipitation with
large sizes, including hail. A comparison of LLA events and normal events shows that
normal events have higher frequencies of strong reflectivity than LLA (red in Figure 9c),
possibly due to the small vertical development of LLA storms (c.f., echo-top results in the
next sub-section).
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3.3. Kinematic Conditions Estimated by Radar

Figure 10 shows radar-inferred parameters that are proxies for updraft strength. Echo-
top heights using 20 and 30 dBZ thresholds [46–49] and Zdr column maximum altitude
above 0 ◦C [50–54] were obtained for this analysis. Anomalous and normal categories
were not distinct from each other for any of the proxies for updraft strength (Table A7).
On the other hand, LLA events had lower echo top and Zdr column height values when
compared to the anomalous and normal categories. For most comparisons, the differences
were significant, as suggested by the Mann–Whitney test p values (Table A7). These results
suggest that weaker updrafts for LLA events contributed to low mass of hail in the upper
half of the mixed-phase layer (above −20 ◦C, Figure 2c), compared to values for normal
events. For LLA events, the inferred presence of high supercooled cloud LWC was limited
to the lower portion of the mixed-phase layer, as seen in the fraction of mass and volume
of hail from 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C (Figures 4b and 6b). Hence, rimer charging and electrification
were limited to warmer temperatures, developing a low-level positive charge region. Weak
updrafts were insufficient for the generation of a positive charge at mid-levels in the mixed-
phase layer (i.e., generating anomalous storms), or for a development of an upper positive
charge region more active than the lower positive charge (i.e., generating normal storms).
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Figure 10. Values and box plots for LLA (green), anomalous (blue), and normal (red) storms for
(a) echo top height of 20 dBZ, (b) echo top height of 30 dBZ, and (c) maximum altitude of a Zdr

column above 0 ◦C, all units in km. Mean values are shown as gray dashed lines, and median values
as gray horizontal continuous lines along with its numerical value. Size of Xs is proportional to the
number of observations, with the smallest size being one and largest size being eight observations.

4. Discussion

In this study, we made the assumption that elevated supercooled cloud LWC in the
mixed-phase layer encourages more high-density graupel and hail, which contributes to
their total mass and storm volumes. Hence, the mass and volume of high-density rimer
particles would be a signature of high supercooled cloud LWCs. Because supercooled
cloud LWC is thought to contribute to the charging polarity of ice particles through the
non-inductive charging mechanism [18–20], we hypothesized that these radar-inferred
parameters would indirectly indicate LWCs leading to storms with anomalous or normal
charge structure. An investigation of the statistical distribution of reflectivity data for each
charge structure archetype was also performed, since reflectivity is closely associated with
the diameter of hydrometeors. We hypothesized that high values of reflectivity would be
associated with large hail production as grown in the presence of elevated supercooled
cloud LWC [36,37,40], which would therefore favor positive charging of rimed precipitation
ice and the formation of anomalous charge structures in the mixed-phase layer. Radar-
inferred kinematic proxy parameters of updraft strength, namely echo top and Zdr column
heights, were also explored. These are hypothesized to contribute to the lifting of cloud
liquid water to the mixed-phase layer [28,29], the growth of high-density graupel and hail
in the mixed-phase layer, positive charging of the rimers, and the generation of anomalous
charge structures.

Anomalous datasets for mass of hail, fraction of hail mass in relation to all rimer
particles, and volume of hail presented larger values than low-level anomalous and normal
datasets, most of them with high statistical confidence. When considering high-density
graupel together with hail in these parameters, similar results were obtained, but with
lower statistical confidence, i.e., the differences between datasets were less clear. Other
studies found the co-location of positive charging in the mixed-phase zone associated with
rimer particles [75] or ice mass possibly associated with graupel [3]. In this study, hail was
found to be a better signature for inferring the presence of high supercooled cloud LWCs
than considering high-density graupel together with hail. This finding is consistent with
the hypothesis that anomalous storms have higher LWC in the mixed-phase layer, leading
to hail growth and positive charging of these and other rimed particles.

Low-level anomalous datasets presented similar values to anomalous datasets, and
higher-than-normal values for the following parameters: mass of hail from 0 ◦C to −10 ◦C,
fraction of mass and volume of hail from 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C, fraction of mass of high-density
graupel and hail above −20 ◦C, fraction of volume of hail from 0 ◦C to −10 ◦C and above
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0 ◦C, and fraction of volume of high-density graupel and hail above −20 ◦C and above
0 ◦C. These results suggest that sufficiently elevated supercooled cloud LWCs charge rimed
precipitation in the lower region of the mixed-phase zone for LLA, while for normal storms,
lower LWC favors the growth of low-density graupel in the mixed-phase layer, which
contributes to negative charging of rimed precipitation. Some parameters indicated LWCs
for low-level positive charging for LLA storms. The elevated temperatures also contribute
to positive charging of rimer particles in the lower portion of the LLA mixed-phase layer,
but elevated LWC increases the magnitude of positive charging to rimer particles [18,20,27].

Anomalous storms presented a higher frequency of high reflectivity values at all
altitudes when compared to LLA and normal storms, as displayed in the CFAD analysis.
With a similar outcome, Ref. [76] found that Colorado storms with flash rate mode in the
mixed-phase layer (anomalous) had higher reflectivity values in this layer. This was an
expected result, as higher supercooled cloud LWC contributes to the growth of large hail
and positive charging in the mixed-phase layer for these events. LLA storms presented
lower frequency of large reflectivities when compared to normal storms due to the shallow
nature of these events.

Kinematic proxy parameters showed that LLA storms had weaker updrafts than other
charge structure categories. This result is reasonable, because the transport of liquid water
from the warm cloud depth to the mixed-phase layer is limited to the lower portion of
this zone, contributing to charging of graupel and hail in that region. No strong vertical
development occurs for these events, which contributes to limited or absent upper positive
charge being developed. Ref. [77] analyzed the environmental conditions in Argentina
that contributed to LLA storms, and they also found weak inferred updrafts from the
convective available potential energy (CAPE) parameter, although their LLA sample size
was small. In [77], no distinction between anomalous and normal storm datasets was
found for kinematic proxy parameters indicative of updraft strength using both soundings
and reanalysis datasets. Past studies observed that anomalous charge structure storms
have stronger updrafts than normal storms [28,78], while for an environmental analysis of
storms in Argentina based on radiosonde data, anomalous storms had lower CAPE than
normal storms [77]. Kinematic effects shown in this study alongside the results presented
in [77] suggest that updrafts are not an important factor for inducing high LWCs in the
mixed-phase zone and anomalous storms, but other factors such as dry low-level humidity
and shallow warm cloud depth are more crucial in suppressing growth of droplets in
the warm cloud depth, leading to more small droplets that can be lifted, contributing to
positive charging of rimer particles in the mixed-phase zone, and anomalously charged
thunderstorms to develop.

Figure 11 shows the schematics of normal, anomalous, and LLA storms near Cordoba,
Argentina, with their main regions of charge, hydrometeors, and updrafts. Concepts
explained above such as anomalous storms having larger amounts of cloud supercooled
liquid water caused by higher LCL, lower 0 ◦C height, and shallower warm cloud depth [77],
leading to higher precipitation ice mass and positive charging of rimer particles, can be
observed. For all charge structure archetypes, rimer particles (graupel and hail) were the
main carriers of charge for the lower charge region of the main dipole, while ice crystals
were the carriers of charge for the upper charge region of the dipole. Charging on other
particles and possible extra charge layers are speculated to be secondary in relation to the
main carriers of charge on the two regions of charge.
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Appendix A

Tables with the Mann–Whitney U-statistic p values are shown below.

Table A1. Mann–Whitney U-statistic p values between datasets for mass of hail. p values are bolded
if less than or equal to 0.05.

0 ◦C to −10 ◦C 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C Above −20 ◦C Above 0 ◦C

LLA-Anomalous 0.427 0.307 0.007 0.241

Anomalous-Normal 0.049 0.039 0.012 0.034

LLA-Normal 0.091 0.162 0.573 0.305

Table A2. Same as Table A1 but for mass of high-density graupel and hail.

0 ◦C to −10 ◦C 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C Above −20 ◦C Above 0 ◦C

LLA-Anomalous 0.345 0.212 0.026 0.140

Anomalous-Normal 0.132 0.126 0.006 0.096

LLA-Normal 0.305 0.318 0.494 0.372

Table A3. Same as Table A1 but for fraction of mass of hail in relation to mass of all rimer particles.

0 ◦C to −10 ◦C 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C Above −20 ◦C Above 0 ◦C

LLA-Anomalous 0.970 0.623 0.053 0.850

Anomalous-Normal 0.150 0.107 0.022 0.179

LLA-Normal 0.113 0.216 0.945 0.139

Table A4. Same as Table A1 but for fraction of mass of high-density graupel and hail in relation to
mass of all rimer particles.

0 ◦C to −10 ◦C 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C Above −20 ◦C Above 0 ◦C

LLA-Anomalous 0.385 0.385 0.850 0.186

Anomalous-Normal 0.800 0.514 0.005 0.622

LLA-Normal 0.226 0.417 0.031 0.154

Table A5. Same as Table A1 but for fraction of volume of hail in relation to volume of all
rimer particles.

0 ◦C to −10 ◦C 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C Above −20 ◦C Above 0 ◦C

LLA-Anomalous 0.734 0.678 0.088 0.850

Anomalous-Normal 0.119 0.101 0.010 0.064

LLA-Normal 0.101 0.126 0.794 0.060

Table A6. Same as Table A1 but for fraction of volume of high-density graupel and hail in relation to
volume of all rimer particles.

0 ◦C to −10 ◦C 0 ◦C to −20 ◦C Above −20 ◦C Above 0 ◦C

LLA-Anomalous 0.104 0.212 0.273 0.273

Anomalous-Normal 0.258 0.132 0.005 0.622

LLA-Normal 0.472 0.604 0.094 0.050
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Table A7. Same as Table A1 but for kinematic proxies.

Echo Top 20 dBZ Echo Top 30 dBZ Zdr Column Max.
Altitude

LLA-Anomalous 0.043 0.011 0.094

Anomalous-Normal 0.798 0.967 0.602

LLA-Normal 0.001 <0.001 0.007
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